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Abstract

Current research into advanced networked computing capabilities offers the promise of substantial improvements over traditional point-to-point data exchange between essentially standalone computers. This talk explores the technical, social, and economic implications of an intelligent fabric concept that could provide large enhancements over traditional networked computing concepts (such as the Internet) for both military and commercial enterprises. The intelligent fabric concept advances net-enabled capabilities through the use of ubiquitous and adaptable computing and communication networks whose nodes have been enhanced with advanced embedded hardware and software. However, it requires new approaches to nodes on the network, such as “thin applications” (where the software on each node has just enough capability to use the information and knowledge processing power of the fabric) and trust in the availability, integrity, and security of the intelligent fabric. From a technology point of view, we present general trends for intelligent fabric using reconfigurable computing resources that can scale from global network to chips exploring the needs of low power and low cost network-centric system solutions and further helps in optimizing the fabric performance. The reconfigurable fabric elements that support this intelligent fabric are flexibly coupled, in which they share many of the attributes of a loosely coupled network, including the ability to be disconnected and reconnected dynamically and creating an environment where the address space across the processing elements appear to be homogenous to the applications running on the intelligent fabric. From a system point of view, it requires careful attention to semantic interoperability, given different languages, context, and meanings of the information and knowledge handled via the intelligent fabric. It enhances emergent behavior in the collaboration of users of the network-centric system if they adapt their “computing culture” to take full advantage of the intelligent fabric. This can result in large economic impacts (both positive and negative) as global societies continue their transition from the Industrial Age into the Information Age.
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